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B.Com - Odd Sem : End Semester Exam 
Academic Year:2020-2021 

19CM2113 - Performance Management - I 
Set No: 1

Time: Max.Marks: 100

S.NO Answer All Questions Choice Options Marks CO

1.

Alex Ltd., has an inventory of 5000 units of product left over from last year’s production. This model is no longer in
demand. It is possible to sell these at reduced prices through the normal distribution channels. The other alternative is to ask
someone to take them on “as is where is” basis. The latter alternative will cost the company Rs.5,000. The company
produced 2,40,000 units of the product, last year, when the unit costs were as under. Variable manufacturing Cost 6.00 Fixed
manufacturing Cost 1.00 Variable Selling & Distribution Cost 3.00 Fixed Selling & Distribution Cost 1.50 Total Cost 11.50
Selling price per unit 14.00 Required: Should the company scrap the items or sell them at a reduced price? If you suggest the
latter, what minimum price would you recommend?

choice
Q-2 10Marks CO1

2.

Elsewhere has a budgeted production overhead of $180,000 and a budgeted activity of 45,000 machine hours. Required
Calculate the under-/over-absorbed overhead, and note the reasons for the under-/over-absorption in the following
circumstances. (a) Actual overheads cost $170,000 and 45,000 machine hours were worked. (b) Actual overheads cost
$180,000 and 40,000 machine hours were worked. (c) Actual overheads cost $170,000 and 40,000 machine hours were
worked

10Marks CO1

3.

Answer the following

choice
Q-4 15Marks CO1

4. A company makes and sells a single product. At the beginning of period 1, there are no opening Inventories of the product,
for which the variable production cost is $4 and the sales price $6 per unit. Fixed costs are $2,000 per period, of which

15Marks CO1
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$1,500 are fixed production costs. Normal output is 1,500 units per period. In period 1, sales were 1,200 units, production
was 1,500 units. In period 2, sales were 1,700 units, production was 1,400 units. You are required to prepare profit statement
of two period using i. Absorption costing method ii. Marginal costing method. iii. Explain the difference in profits
calculated.

5.

X ltd., manufactures and sells four types of products under the brand names A, B, C and D. The sales mix in value
comprises 33 1/3%, 41 2/3%, 16 2/3% and 8 1/3% of A, B, C and respectively. The total budgeted sales are Rs. 60,000 per
month. Operating Costs: A company uses job order costing with predetermined departmental overhead rates. The rates are
based on machine hours in department D1 and prime cost in D2 Product A - 60% of selling price Product B - 70% of Selling
price Product C - 80% of selling price Product D - 70% of selling price Fixed cost Rs. 12,000 per month. You are required to
calculate the break-even point for the products on an overall basis.

choice
Q-6 10Marks CO2

6.

Answer the following

10Marks CO2

7. Answer the following choice
Q-8

15Marks CO2
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8. Answer the following 15Marks CO2
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9. Answer the following choice
Q-10

10Marks CO3
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10. Answer the following 10Marks CO3
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11. Answer the following choice
Q-12

15Marks CO3
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12. Answer the following 15Marks CO3
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13.

TW manufactures two products, the D and the E, using the same material for each. Annual demand for the D is 9,000 units,
while demand for the E is 12,000 units. The variable production cost per unit of the D is Rs 10, that of the E Rs 15. The D
require 3.5 kgs of raw material per unit, the E requires 8 kgs of raw material per unit . Supply of raw material will be limited
to 87,500 kgs during the year. A sub-contractor has quoted prices of Rs 17 per unit for the D and RS 25 per unit for the E to
supply the product. You are required to analyze how many of each product should TW manufacture in order to maximise
profits?

choice
Q-14 10Marks CO4

14. Answer the following 10Marks CO4
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15. Answer the following choice
Q-16

15Marks CO4
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16. Answer the following 15Marks CO4
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